It’s Easy to Switch to Cryoserver Email Archiving
Moving from another email archiving system to the Cryoserver email archiving solution is easy.
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London, UK – What if your current email archiving program isn’t very effective? It’s sluggish
and awkward. You become bogged down. It’s difficult to do searches. You would like to change
programs, but you’re concerned it will be too difficult. There is a solution. The Cryoserver email
archiving system will permit you to effortlessly migrate your emails from almost any current
email platform.
Taking the form of an appliance or a software program, Cryoserver’s email archiving solution is
fast and simple to install. When it’s in position, you can move your email files from almost
anywhere. “Regardless of which email storage platform you are using, we have various tools that
make it easy to migrate the data into Cryoserver,” observes Robin Bingeman of Forensic &
Compliance Systems, the manufacturers of Cryoserver. “Clients are amazed at how painless the
procedure is.”
Cryoserver’s unique Import Utility will allow a company to import current and legacy emails
directly from the Exchange server. The speed of migration differs according to the mailbox and
email size – and the date range. A simple user interface operates on the Exchange server, letting
organizations survey the entire mailstore and select which mailboxes need to be archived. All
legacy data can be imported in a one-time procedure.
The quick migration pace lets you instantly search old email alongside the new data. The older
information is forensically tagged so it is labeled as being from the pre-Cryoserver period. The
security of the Cryoserver solution means it is appropriate for meeting legal and regulatory
requirements.
“If you are stalled out with your existing system, we can help you,” notes Bingeman. “Our tools
will assist your company with moving emails from other archiving systems.” These alternatives
include:














Autonomy ZANTAZ EAS (for Exchange or Notes)
Autonomy Message Manager for Exchange, Notes & GroupWise
(formerly CA Message Manager)
Autonomy ZANTAZ Digital Safe
EMC EmailXtender (for Exchange or Notes)
EMC SourceOnce (for Exchange or Notes)
EMC Centera
iLumin Assentor
Metalogix Professional Archive Manager (PAM) for Exchange
Microsoft Exchange, including Exchange 2010 and BPOS
Mimosa NearPoint
OpenText IXOS-eCONserver
Quest Archive Manager








SMTP
Symantec Enterprise Vault for Exchange (V5 - V9)
ZL Unified Archive
PST, NSF, EML & MSG files
Hosted archive vendors including Mimecast, MessageLabs & Proofpoint
Email format conversion from Notes to Exchange archives and vice versa

Learn More:
To learn more about Cryoserver, visit www.cryoserver.com or call toll-free 1-866-311-1652
(US) or 44(0)800 280 0525 Europe or email info@cryoserver.com.
About Cryoserver:
Based in London, England, Forensic & Compliance Systems Ltd., the makers of the Cryoserver
email archiving appliance, work with various global partners and resellers in a number of
markets worldwide. With clients in over 20 countries, the Cryoserver forensic compliance
system is the world's leading compliance solution for email and other electronic data.
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